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Modeling Spatial Extremes via Ensemble-of-Trees
of Pairwise Copulas
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Abstract—Assessing the risk of extreme events in a spatial do-
main, such as hurricanes, floods, and droughts, presents a unique
significance in practice. Unfortunately, the existing extreme-value
statistical models are typically not feasible for practical large-scale
problems. Graphical models, on the other hand, are capable of
handling sizable number of variables, but have yet to be explored in
the realm of extreme-value analysis. To bridge the gap, an extreme-
value graphical model is introduced in this paper, i.e., an ensemble-
of-trees of pairwise copulas (ETPC). In the proposed graphical
model, extreme-value marginal distributions are stitched together
by means of a pairwise copulas, which in turn are the building
blocks of the ensemble of trees. Novel linear-complexity stochastic
gradient-based algorithms are then developed for learning the
ETPC model and inferring missing data. As a result, the ETPC
model is applicable to extreme-value problems with thousands of
variables. It can be proven that, under mild conditions, the ETPC
model exhibits the favorable property of tail-dependence between
an arbitrary pair of sites (variables); consequently, the model is
able to reliably capture statistical dependence between extreme
values at different sites. Experimental results for both synthetic
and real data demonstrate the advantages of the ETPC model in
modeling fitting, imputation, and computational efficiency.

Index Terms—Extreme events, pairwise copulas, graphical
models, ensemble of trees, stochastic gradient, log-determinant,
linear computational complexity, tail dependence.

I. INTRODUCTION

EXTREME events, such as hurricanes, floods, and droughts,
often have a major impact on our society. For example,

Hurricane Katrina in 2005 was the costliest and deadliest At-
lantic hurricane, with a death toll of at least 1,833 and a total loss
of 108 billion USD [2]. To assess the likelihood of such events,
extreme-value theory has been developed [3], yielding statisti-
cal models that can reliably capture extreme events occurring in
spatial domain. Unfortunately, the existing extreme-value mod-
els are often limited to tens of variables. Yet many practical
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problems, for instance in Earth Sciences, involve thousands or
millions of sites (variables). Graphical models can easily han-
dle such large number of variables [4]–[6], nevertheless, they
have rarely been applied in the realm of extreme-event analysis.
In this paper, we intend to address this gap by introducing an
extreme-value graphical model, i.e., ensemble-of-trees of pair-
wise copulas (ETPC).

Spatial extremes are often modeled in two stages [7]. First
the marginal distributions of the extreme values at each site
are learned. Since extreme values are by definition rare, there
are only few samples available to infer the parameters of the
marginal distributions. To improve the accuracy of the esti-
mated parameter values, the marginal parameters are typically
coupled in space. For instance, the parameters are assumed to
be Legendre polynomials of the location in [8], however, such
parametric models are prone to model misspecification. An al-
ternative is to use nonparametric models to smooth the marginal
parameters across space, such as a Gaussian process [9] or a
conditional autoregressive model [10]. Unfortunately, these hi-
erarchical models are fitted via Markov Chain Monte Carlo
(MCMC) methods and thus it requires a significant amount of
computational effort.

In the second stage, the dependence of the extreme values
across space is incorporated via copulas or max-stable pro-
cesses. For example, a Gaussian copula connects the marginal
distributions to form a joint distribution in [11]. However, due
to the dense covariance matrix in the Gaussian latent layer,
the model is computationally intractable for high-dimensional
data. In [12], the Gaussian copula is replaced by a copula
Gaussian graphical model with a sparse inverse covariance ma-
trix, and consequently, that model is applicable to large-scale
problems. The model has a severe limitation though: Gaussian
copulas are asymptotically tail independent, and therefore, they
are not able to capture the dependence between extremes (e.g.,
extreme wind gusts at different locations). This disadvantage has
sparked interest in the statistics community in models that are
asymptotically tail dependent, including max-stable processes
and extreme-value (max-stable) copulas [13], [14]. Unfortu-
nately, such models are defined by distribution functions with
complicated functional forms (see supplementary material). The
corresponding likelihood function involves differentiation with
respect to (w.r.t.) all the variables, resulting in a combinatorial
explosion. As an example, the likelihood of a 10-dimensional
extreme value copula would include a sum over more than
100,000 terms [14]. As a result, when fitting max-stable copu-
las or processes to extremal data, composite likelihood is often
employed [15]. This method replaces the original likelihood
by a pseudo-likelihood constructed from pairwise likelihoods.
The main drawback, however, is that there is no principled ap-
proach to impose interpretable sparse structure on composite
likelihood. Consequently, for the sake of model selection, dif-
ferent configurations have to be tested before the best one can
be determined. On the other hand, vine copula models [16],
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[17] can also be built from pairwise copulas. Specifically, they
decompose the joint density into a product of conditional den-
sities and further approximate the latter by products of pairwise
copulas [16]. The configuration of such models can be described
by a hierarchy of trees whose edges are pairwise copulas. In par-
ticular, the structure of regular vine copulas can be determined
from the data by selecting all trees to be maximum spanning
trees [17]. Moreover, it has been proven in [18] that vine copu-
las can capture tail dependence under mild conditions. However,
vine copulas suffer from the issue of the quadratically increasing
number of parameters w.r.t. the dimension. Although different
variants of vine copulas are proposed to attenuate this problem
[19]–[22], they are still limited to applications with fewer than
100 variables.

In this paper, we propose a class of graphical models for
both stages of extreme-value analysis in a spatial domain. As
opposed to the aforementioned models, the structure of graph-
ical models are characterized by the conditional independence
between variables [4], [5]. For spatial extremes, it is reason-
able and straightforward to assume that variables (i.e., extreme
events occurring at certain measuring sites in the spatial do-
main) only have conditional dependence with their neighbors
(i.e., extreme events at neighboring sites) [12], [23]. By impos-
ing such a sparse structure, graphical models allow a compact
representation of large-scale data as well as efficient learning
and inference methods [4], [5].

The proposed model is derived as follows. In the first stage of
spatial extremes modeling, we consider the spatial dependence
among the parameters of marginal extreme-value distributions
by smoothing them using a Gaussian graphical model as prior,
specifically a thin-membrane model [12], [23], [24]. The spe-
cial properties of thin-membrane models enable us to derive
efficient algorithms scalable to high-dimensional data [24]. We
next proceed to the main focus of this paper, that is, capturing
the spatial dependence among extreme values. Motivated by the
above discussion, we attempt to construct graphical models with
pairwise copulas (especially extreme value copulas) as building
blocks. More specifically, we propose to use ensemble-of-trees
of pairwise copulas (ETPC) [25], [26]. As a starting point, the
sites in spatial domain are arranged on a grid (cf. Fig. 1a).
The probability density function (PDF) of the ETPC model is
a weighted sum over the PDF of all possible spanning trees on
that grid. The PDF of these trees are in turn constructed from
pairwise copulas.

Unfortunately, the biggest hurdle in applying the ensemble-
of-trees framework presented in [25], [26] to large-scale data
is the O(NP 3) computational complexity of its learning al-
gorithm, where N is the sample size and P is the number of
variables. In this paper, we overcome the challenge by design-
ing a novel stochastic gradient based algorithm for learning the
model. The computational complexity of the proposed algo-
rithms is only linear in the number of variables. Furthermore,
we also develop a set of algorithms with linear complexity for
imputation in the ETPC model. To the best of our knowledge,
we are the first to propose scalable algorithms for learning the
ETPC model and inferring missing data. Note that the compu-
tational cost of the previous works for spatial extremes analy-
sis [11]–[22] is quadratic or higher. As a consequence, the ETPC
model can better handle spatial extremal data with thousands of
variables.

In addition, it is worthwhile to emphasize that, under the
setting of the ETPC model, the extremes can be modeled as
either asymptotically tail dependent or independent by choosing

the pairwise copulas appropriately. Furthermore, we prove that
tail dependence in the ETPC model is preserved if all pairwise
copulas in the model are tail dependent. Numerical results for
both synthetic data simulated from max-stable processes and
extreme rainfall data in Japan suggest that the proposed ETPC
model is suitable for spatial extreme-event analysis, in terms of
model fitting and extreme value imputation.

This paper is structured as follows. In Section II, we give a
brief introduction to undirected graphical models, which is the
main tool used in this paper. In Section III, we describe the
extreme-value marginal distributions and the method to cap-
ture the spatial dependence between marginal parameters. Next,
we proceed to the second stage of extreme events modeling in
Section IV. Specifically, we explain the ETPC model, which
couples the extreme-value marginal distributions through pair-
wise copulas, arranged in an ensemble of trees. Learning and
imputation methods for the ETPC model are then developed
respectively in Section V and Section VI. A theoretical guar-
antee on tail dependence of the ETPC model is presented in
Section VII, and numerical results for synthetic and real data
are provided in Section VIII. Finally, we offer concluding re-
marks in Section IX.

II. UNDIRECTED GRAPHICAL MODELS

In this section, we first give a brief introduction to undirected
graphical models. We then focus on two special types of graph-
ical models, which will be used in the subsequent sections.

An undirected graphical model (i.e., a Markov random field
(MRF)) can be defined as a multivariate probability distribu-
tion p(x) that factorizes according to a graph G which con-
sists of nodes V and edges E . More concretely, each node
i ∈ V is associated with a random variable xi . An edge (i, j) ∈
E is absent if and only if the corresponding two variables
xi and xj are conditionally independent: p(xi, xj |xV|i,j ) =
p(xi |xV|i,j )p(xj |xV|i,j ), where V|i, j denotes all the nodes ex-
cept i and j. The Hammersley-Clifford theorem [27] then relates
such properties to a factorization of the probability distribution
p(x) over cliques (i.e., fully connected subgraphs), that is,

p(x) =
1
Z

∏

C∈C
ψC (xC ), (1)

where ψC (xC ) is a compatibility function defined on a clique
C, C is the set of all cliques in G, and Z is a normalization
term called the partition function. In this paper, we restrict our
attention to pairwise Markov random fields in which the cliques
are chosen as the nodes and edges in the graph. The resulting
PDF can be written as:

p(x) =
1
Z

∏

i∈V
ψi(xi)

∏

(i,j )∈E
ψij (xi, xj ), (2)

where ψi(xi) is a node potential and ψij (xi, xj ) is an edge
potential.

If an undirected graph does not include any loops, it is called
a tree (i.e., an acyclic graph), cf. Fig. 1b-g. It is known from the
junction tree theory [28] that the corresponding joint distribution
factorizes as:

p(x) =
∏

i∈V
pi(xi)

∏

(i,j )∈E

pij (xi, xj )
pi(xi)pj (xj )

. (3)
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Fig. 1. An ETPC model: the lattice and several decomposed spanning trees (b)–(g).

In other words, the node marginals pi(xi) and the pairwise joint
distributions on edges pij (xi, xj ) fully describe a tree graphical
model. In this case, the node potential is ψi(xi) = p(xi), the
edge potential is ψij (xi, xj ) = p(xi, xj )/[p(xi)p(xj )], and the
partition function is Z = 1.

For cyclic graphs (cf. Fig. 1a), it is usually intractable to com-
pute the partition function Z. One exception is the Gaussian
graphical model (GGM) in which all the variables are Gaus-
sian distributed, that is, x ∼ N (μ,Σ), where μ and Σ are the
mean and covariance matrix respectively. The GGM can be
written equivalently as N (K−1h,K−1) with a precision matrix
K = Σ−1 and a potential vector h = Kμ. The resulting PDF
can be expressed as:

p(x) = (2π)−
P
2 |K| 1

2 exp
{
− 1

2
hT K−1h

}

· exp
{
− 1

2
xT Kx + hT x

}
. (4)

where (2π)−
P
2 |K| 1

2 exp{− 1
2 hT K−1h} is the closed-form par-

tition function, and P is the number of variables. The
corresponding node and edge potentials are:

ψi(xi) = exp
{
− 1

2
Kiix

2
i + hixi

}
, (5)

ψij (xi, xj ) = exp
{
−xiKijxj

}
. (6)

For GGMs, Kij = 0 implies that xi and xj are conditionally
independent.

III. EXTREME-VALUE MARGINAL DISTRIBUTIONS

In this section, we describe how we infer the spatially de-
pendent marginal distribution at each site (i.e., the first stage of
spatial extremes modeling). Suppose that we have N observa-
tions x

(n)
i of block maxima (e.g., annual maxima) at each of

P sites, where i = 1, · · · , P and n = 1, · · · , N . Without loss
of generality, we assume that the sites are arranged in a rect-
angular lattice as shown in Fig. 1a. The proposed model can
be easily extended to the case of irregular allocation of mea-
suring sites by specifying the adjacency structure via Delaunay
triangulation [12]. According to the Fisher-Tippett-Gnedenko
theorem, the block maxima xi at each location can be well de-
scribed by the Generalized Extreme Value (GEV) distribution
with cumulative distribution function (CDF) [3]:

F (xi) =

⎧
⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎩

exp
{
−
[
1 +

ξi

σi
(xi − μi)

]− 1
ξ i

}
, ξi �= 0

exp
{
−exp

[
− 1

σi
(xi − μi)

]}
, ξi = 0,

(7)

for 1 + ξi/σi(xi − μi) ≥ 0 if ξi �= 0 and xi ∈ R if ξi = 0,
where μi ∈ R is the location parameter, σi > 0 is the scale pa-
rameter, and ξi ∈ R is the shape parameter. It should be noted
that the shape parameter governs the tail behavior of the distri-
bution, and therefore the extreme value family can be further

divided into three classes: Gumbel, Fréchet and Weibull distri-
butions, corresponding to the case where the shape parameter
ξi is zero, positive or negative respectively.

A. Local Estimates of GEV Parameters

We first estimate the parameters μi , σi, and ξi locally
at each site i by the Probability-Weighted Moment (PWM)
method [29], which aims to match the probability-weighted
moments E[xi(F (xi))r ] with the empirical ones br , where r is
a real number. For the GEV distribution, E[xi(F (xi))r ] can be
written as:

1
r + 1

{
μi −

σi

ξi
[1 + (r − 1)ξi Γ(1 − ξi)]

}
, (8)

where ξi < 1 and ξi �= 0, and Γ(·) is the gamma function. The
resulting PWM estimates μ̂ = (μ̂i), σ̂ = (σ̂i) and ξ̂ = (ξ̂i) are
the solution of the following system of equations:

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

b0 = μi −
σi

ξi
(1 − Γ(1 − ξi))

2b1 − b0 =
σi

ξi
Γ(1 − ξi)(2ξi − 1)

3b2 − b0

2b1 − b0
=

3ξi − 1
2ξi − 1

.

(9)

The PWM method are known to give reliable estimates when
the sample size of extreme observations is small [29], [30].

B. Spatial-Dependent Estimates of GEV Parameters

To improve the accuracy of the estimated GEV parameters,
we couple those local estimates in space by means of thin-
membrane models as in [12], [23], [24]:

p(z) ∝ exp

{
− 1

2
α
∑

i∈V

∑

j∈N (i)

(zi − zj )2

}
(10)

∝ exp
{
−1

2
αzT Ktmz

}
, (11)

where zi stands for a GEV parameter (i.e., either ξi , σi , or μi)
at site i, N(i) denotes the neighboring nodes of node i, Ktm
is a graph Laplacian matrix such that [Ktm]i,i is the number of
neighbors of site i, while the off-diagonal elements [Ktm]i,j are
equal to −1 if nodes i and j are adjacent and 0 otherwise, and α
controls the smoothness across space for each GEV parameter.
The thin-membrane model is a GGM with precision matrix
αKtm.

Next, let y = (y1 , y2 , . . . , yP ) denote the local estimates of
z, that is, y is either μ̂, σ̂, or ξ̂. Since the PWM estimates follow
Gaussian distributions asymptotically w.r.t. the sample size N ,
we assume that local estimates can be modeled as as y = z + b,
where b ∼ N(0, Rz ) is a zero-mean Gaussian random vector
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with diagonal covariance matrix Rz , that is,

p(y|z) ∝ exp
{
− 1

2
(y − z)T R−1

z (y − z)
}

. (12)

The resulting posterior distribution is given by:

p(z|y) ∝ exp
{
− 1

2
zT (αzKtm + R−1

z )z + zT R−1
z y

}
.

(13)
The maximum a posteriori (MAP) estimate of z is given by:

ẑ = argmax p(z|y) = (αzKtm + R−1
z )−1R−1

z y. (14)

The noise covariance Rz can be estimated by the bootstrap
approach described in [31]. Note that ẑ in (14) can be evaluated
efficiently with complexity O(P log P ) as shown in [24].

We adopt an empirical Bayesian approach to estimate both the
smooth GEV parameters and the smoothness parameter αz via
expectation maximization (EM) [12]. In the E-step, we compute:

Q(αz , α̂
(κ)
z ) = E

p(z|y,α̂
(κ )
z ) [log p(y,z|αz )]

= −1
2
αz

{
tr[Ktm(α̂(κ)

z Ktm + R−1
z )−1 ]

+
(
ẑ(κ)

)T

Kp ẑ(κ)
}

+
1
2

log det(αzKtm), (15)

where ẑ(κ) is computed as in (14). Since the posterior distribu-
tion of z is Gaussian, the MAP estimate is also the mean of the
posterior. In the M-step, we select the value α̂

(κ+1)
z of αz that

maximizes Q(αz , α̂
(κ)
z ). A closed-form expression of α̂

(κ+1)
z

exists:

α̂(κ+1)
z =

P − 1

tr[Ktm(α̂(κ)
z Ktm + R−1

z )−1 ] + (ẑ(κ))T Kp ẑ
(κ)

,

(16)
where P is the number of sites.

IV. ENSEMBLE-OF-TREES OF PAIRWISE COPULAS

So far, we have considered marginal distributions, yet our
objective is to design multivariate models of extreme values.
To this end, we use copula theory. Specifically, we tie the
GEV marginal distributions together by means of copulas, i.e.,
ensemble-of-trees of pairwise copulas (ETPC).

A. Copulas

According to Sklar’s Theorem [32], any joint distribution can
be expressed as:

F (x1 , . . . , xP ) = C (F1(x1), . . . , FP (xP )) (17)

= C(u1 , . . . , uP ), (18)

where the function C is defined to be the copula, Fi is the
marginal CDF of xi , and the ui follows unit uniform distribu-
tions. The copula C(u1 , · · · , uP ) can be uniquely determined
for distributions F (x1 , . . . , xP ) with continuous margins.

Assuming that the partial derivatives exist, the probability
density function can be written as:

f(x1 , . . . , xP ) = c(F1(x1), . . . , FP (xP ))
P∏

i=1

fi(xi), (19)

where c is the copula density function [33].

We are primarily concerned with upper tail dependence in
this study which is relevant in the analysis of extremes. This can
be mathematically expressed as:

λU = lim
u→1−

P (U1 > u|U2 > u) (20)

= lim
u→1−

1 − 2u + C(u, u)
1 − u

, (21)

where λU ∈ [0, 1] is the upper tail dependence coefficient, U1
and U2 are uniformly distributed and C is the copula defined on
U1 and U2 . If λU > 0, this indicates that there is dependence
in the upper tail, and for λU = 0 there is independence. We
consider here eight commonly used copulas: Gaussian, student
t, Clayton, Frank, Gumbel, Galambos, t-EV, and Hüsler-Reiss
copula. They can be categorized into three major types, namely
elliptical (Gaussian and t), Archimedean (Clayton, Frank and
Gumbel), and extreme value copulas (Gumbel, Galambos, t-
EV, and Hüsler-Reiss). Among them, only Gaussian, Clayton
and Frank copulas are not upper-tail dependent. We give a brief
introduction of their distribution functions and tail properties in
supplementary material, and we refer readers to [33], [34], [35]
and references therein for more details. Due to the flexility of
copulas, they have found applications in a wide variety of do-
mains, such as sensor fusion [36], GPS navigation [37], image
classification [38], texture representation [39], and source local-
ization [40]. Here, we aim to utilize copulas to analyze spatial
extremes.

B. From Copulas to Trees and Ensemble-of-Trees

It follows from (3) and (19) that a tree graphical model Ti =
(V, Ei) can be written as [26]:

f(x|Ti) =
∏

j∈V
fj (xj )

∏

(j,k)∈Ei

cjk (Fj (xj ), Fk (xk )), (22)

that is, the edge potentials of a tree are the corresponding pair-
wise copulas. Since trees have limited flexibility in modeling
dependence, we construct the Ensemble-of-Trees of Pairwise
Copulas (ETPC) model by computing the weighted sum over
all possible spanning trees of Fig. 1a as follows:

f(x) =
∑

Ti

p(Ti)f(x|Ti), (23)

where P (Ti) is a decomposable prior proposed in [41] which
assigns the weight of each spanning tree Ti as the product of the
weights βjk of all the edges (j, k) ∈ Ei in the tree, i.e.,

p(Ti) =
1∑

Ti =(V,Ei )
∏

(j,k)∈Ei
βjk

∏

(j,k)∈Ei

βjk (24)

=
1
Z

∏

(j,k)∈Ei

βjk . (25)

In order to compute the normalization term Z, we first intro-
duce Kirchhoff’s matrix-tree theorem, cf. [42].

Theorem 1 (Matrix-tree theorem): For a graph G, let β de-
note the edge weight matrix, which is symmetric with the diag-
onal entries being zero and with the off-diagonal entries (j, k)
being βjk , and let the Laplacian matrix L(β) = diag(β1) − β,
where 1 is a column vector of all ones and diag(β1) is a di-
agonal matrix with β1 on the diagonal. For any two vertices v
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and w of G, Q(β) = L(β)u
v is the matrix obtained by deleting

column u and row v in L(β), then the (weighted) number of
spanning trees in G is given by

ω(G) =
∑

Ti

∏

{j,k}∈Ti

βjk = det Q(β). (26)

According to the matrix-tree theorem, the normalization con-
stant in eq. (25) Z =

∑
Ti

∏
(j,k)∈Ei

βjk = det[Q(β)]. For sim-
plicity, we set Q(β) to be the first P − 1 rows and columns of
the P × P Laplacian matrix L(β).

By substituting (22) and (25) into (23), the ETPC model can
be succinctly formulated as [25], [26], [41]:

f(x) =
∑

Ti

1
Z

∏

j∈V
fj (xj )

∏

(j,k)∈Ei

βjk cjk (Fj (xj ), Fk (xk ))

=
1
Z

[
∏

i∈V
fi(xi)

]
∑

Ti

[
∏

(j,k)∈Ei

βjk cjk (Fj (xj ), Fk (xk ))

]

=
∏

j∈V
fj (xj )

det[Q(β � c)]
det[Q(β)]

, (27)

where � denotes componentwise multiplication and c is the
copula density matrix whose (j, k) entry equals cjk (Fj (xj ),
Fk (xk )).

We wish to point out that the tree density in (22) is also a
truncated vine copula [19]. However, in a vine copula model, a
nested set of another P − 2 trees is introduced, where the edges
corresponds to conditional pairwise copulas, so as to model all
higher-order dependencies. The resulting number of parame-
ters grows quadratically with the dimension. Instead, the num-
ber of parameters in the ETPC model only increases linearly
with the dimension (for a regular lattice), providing a compact
representation of high-dimensional data.

V. LEARNING THE ETPC MODEL

Under the assumption of the lattice graph structure (Fig. 1a),
we only need to estimate the parameters of the pairwise cop-
ulas cjk (uj , uk ) corresponding to the pairs of adjacent sites
(j, k) ∈ E . For the sake of efficiency, we apply the Inference for
Margins (IFM) method in which the copula parameters are esti-
mated separately from those of the marginal distributions [33].
Specifically, the marginal distribution parameters are estimated
as in Section III while the parameters of the pairwise copulas are
further estimated via the Maximum Likelihood method. More-
over, we commit to the Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC)
when selecting the proper type of copula, as suggested in the
literature of copulas [33].

After computing the pairwise copula densities corresponding
to the N observations c(n) , we proceed to learn β by maximizing
its likelihood:

β̂ = argmax
β

N∑

n=1

log det[Q(β � c(n))] − N log det[Q(β)],

s.t. βjk = 0 ∀(j, k) �∈ E , βjk ≥ 0 ∀(j, k) ∈ E ,

and ‖U(β)‖2 = 1, (28)

where ‖U(β)‖2 = 1 is the Euclidean norm for the upper tri-
angular part of the matrix β. The second term in the objective

function N log det[Q(β)] serves as a penalty on the weighted
number of trees, hence, the model will automatically choose a
small number of trees and reduce the number of parameters.
Additionally, we fix the scale of β because if β̂ is a solution to
the objective function, then aβ̂ with a being a constant is also a
solution. Note that we have altered the projection from the unit
simplex, as in [25], to the Euclidean norm, as it allows for a
larger space of solutions. The projected gradient algorithm [43]
is applied to solve the optimization problem in [25]. However,
the computational complexity is O(NP 3), thus, the algorithm
is not scalable to data with high dimensions or large sample size.

In order to improve the computational efficiency, we propose
a doubly stochastic gradient ascent (DSGA) method to learn
the ETPC model. Before describing the method, we first relax
the original constrained problem (28) as:

η̂ = argmax
η

log det[Q(β � c(n))] − N log det[Q(β)]

− a1
(
‖U(β)‖2

2 − 1
)2

, (29)

where a1 is a positive constant, and βjk equals exp(ηjk ) for all
(j, k) ∈ E and is fixed to 0 otherwise. To maximize the objective
function g in (29), we consider the gradients w.r.t. η:

∂g

∂ηjk
=

{
eT

jk

[
N [Q(β)]−1 −

N∑

n=1

c
(n)
jk [Q(β � c(n))]−1

]
ejk

− 4a1
(
‖U(β)‖2

2 − 1
)
βjk

}
βjk , (30)

where ejk is a (P − 1) × 1 vector extracting entries in

[N [Q(β)]−1 −
∑N

n=1 c
(n)
jk [Q(β � c(n))]−1 ] that are related to

βjk . Due to the summation and the inverse operation in (30),
the computational cost of methods based on full gradients is
O(NP 3). In contrast, the proposed DSGA algorithm adopts
noisy but unbiased estimates of the true gradients in each it-
eration; such stochastic gradients can be computed efficiently,
leading to computational complexity linear in P .

A. Computation of Stochastic Gradients

As a first step, each iteration estimates the true gradients on
the basis of a single randomly selected observation:

∂g̃

∂ηjk
=

{
NeT

jk

[
[Q(β)]−1 − c

(n)
jk [Q(β � c(n))]−1

]
ejk

− 4a1
(
‖U(β)‖2

2 − 1
)
βjk

}
βjk , (31)

where the index n is sampled uniformly from the set
{1, · · · , N}. As a result, the computational complexity is re-
duced to be O(P 3).

Furthermore, we can achieve additional computational gain
by replacing the matrix inversion in (31) with a low-complexity
unbiased estimator. Given a P × P sparse invertible matrix A,
it is difficult to directly compute its inverse B = A−1 . As an
alternative, many efficient linear-complexity methods are avail-
able (cf. [44]–[46]) to obtain the ith column of B by solving
a linear system ABi = di , where di is the ith standard basis
vector. To calculate all columns of B, we still have to solve P
linear systems, i.e., AB = [d1 , · · · , dP ] = I . In this paper, we
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significantly reduce the number of linear systems to be solved
by finding an unbiased low-rank approximation to I , that is,
E[LLT ] = I and L is a random P -by-M matrix where M � P .
More precisely, we first solve AR = L to yield R with O(MP )
complexity and then multiply R by LT to obtain an unbiased
estimate of B [47], [48].

When approximating B by BLLT , the (i, j)th entry of BLLT

can be decomposed as:

[BLLT ]ij = BijLj,:L
T
j,: +

∑

k �=j

BikLk,:L
T
j,:, (32)

where Lk,: is the kth row of L. To approximate B well, we
seek to design L such that 1) Lj,:L

T
j,: = 1 and 2) the error

term
∑

k �=j BikLk,:L
T
j,: is small. Particularly in our problem,

A = Q(β), and we only need those entries in B that corresponds
to non-zeros in A in order to compute the gradient in (31). In
other words, we only need to evaluate Bij when i and j are
neighbors in the graph corresponding to A. Moreover, without
loss of generality, we can assume that Bij decreases with the
distance between node i and j. Under this assumption, a locally
orthogonal L can successfully shrink the error term for neigh-
boring (i, j): If nodes i and k are close in the graph, Lk,:L

T
j,: = 0

since j and k are also nearby; Otherwise, Bik is small and so is
the error term.

One approach to design such L is presented in [47], [48].
Specifically, all nodes in the graph are first partitioned into
M color classes using the greedy multicoloring algorithm [48]
such that the nodes with the same color have a certain minimum
distance D between them. Next, we put a column L:,j in the
low-rank matrix for each color j. For each node i of color j, Lij

is assigned to be random signs +1 or −1 with equal probability,
which assists in further reduction of the error term in (32).
Other entries are set to be zero. It has been shown in [47] that
Li,:L

T
i,: = 1, E[Li,:L

T
j,: ] = 0, and hence, E[LLT ] = I .

Consequently, the stochastic gradient becomes:

∂g̃

∂ηjk
=

{
NeT

jk

[
[Q(β)]−1LLT − c

(n)
jk [Q(β � c(n))]−1

· LLT
]
ejk − 4a1

(
‖U(β)‖2

2 − 1
)
βjk

}
βjk . (33)

In our experiments, we fix D = 4 and hence M = 18 for a
lattice graph of any dimensions. As a result, the computational
complexity is reduced to O(P ).

B. Convergence of the DSGA Algorithm

In each iteration, we update all parameters η following a
gradient ascent approach:

η{κ} = η{κ−1} + ρ{κ}∇̃ηg|η=η{κ −1 } , (34)

where each entry of ∇̃ηg|η=η{κ −1 } is computed as in (33).
As stated by the theory of stochastic optimization [49], the
algorithm is guaranteed to converge to a local maximum when
step sizes ρ(κ) satisfy the following conditions:

∑

κ

ρ{κ} = ∞ and
∑

κ

(ρ{κ})2 < ∞. (35)

In our DSGA algorithm, we initialize ρ{0} = 0.01 and multiply
it by a factor of 0.95 every 3N iterations. Additionally, since the
objective function (28) is non-convex, the result can be sensitive

TABLE I
THE LEARNING ALGORITHM OF THE ETPC MODEL

to the initial estimate. A reliable initial estimate can be obtained
by solving a convex upper bound that ignores the first term
of (28) [25].

C. Variance Reduction of the Stochastic Gradient

When the variance of the stochastic gradient is large, the
algorithm might spend a long time oscillating around, resulting
in slow convergence and poor performance. Here, we reduce
the variance in the DSGA algorithm by applying the stochastic
average gradient technique proposed in [50]. In particular, for
each sample n, we keep the most recent updates of

h(n)(β) = [Q(β)]−1LLT − c
(n)
jk [Q(β � c(n))]−1LLT . (36)

In iteration κ, we randomly pick an index nκ from {1, · · · , N}.
We then update h(nκ ) accordingly and keep the rest h(n) un-
changed. The stochastic average gradient is then computed as:

∂ḡ

∂ηjk
=

{
eT

jk

[
N∑

n=1

h(n)(β)

]
ejk − 4a1

(
‖U(β)‖2

2 − 1
)
βij

}
βij .

As demonstrated in [50] both empirically and theoretically, the
stochastic average gradient reduces the variance of stochastic
gradients, and leads to higher convergence rate. The overall
learning algorithm is summarized in Table I.

VI. INFERENCE IN THE ETPC MODEL

After learning the ETPC model, we explain how the model
can be used to carry out several inference tasks. Probabilistic
inference in graphical models is often concerned with inferring
the unobserved variables xM given observed ones xO . More
concretely, one often would like to compute MAP estimate:

x̂M = argmax
xM

p(xM |xO ), (37)

or obtain the posterior marginals of each unobserved variable:

p(xM i |xO ) =
∫

xM |i

p(xM |xO )dxM |i . (38)

In this section, we consider both problems under the setting
of the ETPC model, and develop efficient algorithms to tackle
them. Interestingly, after applying stochastic gradients, the up-
date rules for both problems are quite similar.
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A. MAP Inference

In the ETPC model, the MAP estimates of missing values
xM at a set of sites given observed data xO at other sites can be
obtained by solving the following optimization problem:

x̂M = argmax
xM

log f(xM |xO ) (39)

= argmax
xM

∑

xj ∈xM

log fj (xj ) + log det[Q(β � c(xM ,xO ))],

(40)

where the notation c(xM ,xO ) signifies that the copula density
matrix c is a function of both xM and xO . In general graphical
models (e.g., trees), the problem can be simplified as estimating
xM given the values of the respective adjacent nodes [4]. How-
ever, for the ETPC model, such simplification is not possible as
indicated by the following theorem.

Theorem 2: Every pair of variables (xj , xk ) in the ensemble
of trees (ET) model corresponding to a connected graph G are
conditionally dependent given other variables in the model.

Proof: This can be proven by contradiction. See supplemen-
tary material. �

As a result, the only alternative is to solve (40). Unfortu-
nately, the O(P 3) computational complexity of evaluating the
determinant in (40) precludes the use of general optimization al-
gorithms, which are prohibitive for high-dimensional problems.
Furthermore, due to the complex functional form of copulas
(cf. supplementary material), the objective function often has
multiple modes. To remedy these two problems, we propose a
stochastic smoothing-based optimization (SSO) algorithm. The
computational complexity is linear in P due to the utilization of
stochastic gradients. Moreover, the SSO algorithm can at least
attain a significant local maximum. In the sequel, we first intro-
duce the smoothing-based optimization algorithm [52], and then
elaborate on the proposed SSO algorithm and its application to
the ETPC model.

Let h(x) be a d-dimensional non-negative function. Its
corresponding scale space function can be defined as [51]:

H(m, ν) =
∫

h(x)N (x;m, ν)dx, (41)

where N (x;m, ν) is a multivariate Gaussian with mean m and
covariance ν2I . The right hand side of (41) can be viewed as
smoothing h(x) with a Gaussian blur kernel with zero mean and
covariance ν2I and further evaluating the value of the smoothed
function at point m. Leordeanu et al. [52] proposed to find
the mode of h(x) by updating m and ν in each iteration via
coordinate ascent:

m(κ+1) =
∫

xh(x)N(x;m(κ) , ν(κ))dx

H(m(κ) , ν(κ))
, (42)

ν(κ+1) =

√∫
P−1

∑P
i=1(xi−m

(κ)
i )2h(x)N(x;m(κ) , ν(κ))dx

H(m(κ) , ν(κ))
,

(43)

such that H(m(κ+1) , ν(κ)) ≥ H(m(κ) , ν(κ)), H(m(κ) ,
ν(κ+1)) ≥ H(m(κ) , ν(κ)). Smoothing-based optimization is a
mean shift procedure with adaptively updated kernel variance.
The scale space function H gradually approaches h as the
standard deviation ν decreases, and recovers h when ν = 0. It is
obvious that the maximization of H would localize N (x;m, ν)

as a Dirac delta function (i.e., ν = 0) at the maximum of h.
Moreover, smoothing h in each iteration with a Gaussian
kernel facilitates the convergence to the global maximum,
since scale space theory [51] implies that for most functions
the local maxima disappear very fast with the increase of the
variance of the Gaussian blurring. By initially smoothing h
with a large-variance Gaussian kernel and slowly decreasing
the variance, the global maximum or at least a significant local
maximum can be found [53].

However, we notice that the update rules (42) and (43) are
implemented by means of Monte Carlo approximations in [52],
thus requiring numerous expensive evaluations of the objective
function that is intractable in the ETPC model. Instead of eval-
uating the objective function, we resort to stochastic gradients
and effectively address the problem.

First, let us relax the assumption that the standard deviation
ν is the same for all the variables, and the resulting multivariate
Gaussian distribution can be represented as N (x;m, CCT ),
where C is a diagonal matrix with the vector ν on the diagonal
and therefore CCT is a diagonal covariance matrix. As a result,
x = Cz + m, where z follows φ(z) = N (z;0, I) with zero
mean and unit variance for all the components. By changing
variables in (41) according to z = C−1(x − m), we obtain:

H(m,ν) =
∫

h(Cz + m)φ(z)dz. (44)

To maximize H(m,ν), we consider the gradients over m and
ν, that is,

∇mH(m,ν) = Eφ(z) [∇xh(x)], (45)

∇νH(m,ν) = Eφ(z) [∇xh(x) � z]. (46)

In other words, the gradients in (45) and (46) can be expressed
as the expectation of exact quantities. As in the previous section,
we replace the exact gradients by stochastic gradients when up-
dating m and ν. In particular, we approximate the expectation
in (45) and (46) by one realization of ∇xh(x), namely, draw-
ing one sample ẑ from φ(z) and evaluating ∇xh(x) at x̂ =
ν � ẑ + m. As a result, beginning with a large ν, the SSO
algorithm proceeds in each iteration as:

ẑ ∼ φ(z), (47)

x̂(κ) = ν(κ) � ẑ + m(κ) , (48)

m(κ+1) = m(κ) + ρκ∇xh(x̂(κ)), (49)

ν(κ+1) = ν(κ) + ρκ∇xh(x̂(κ)) � z, (50)

where ∇xh(x̂(κ)) is the value of ∇xh(x) at x̂(κ) , and ρκ is the
step size in iteration κ.

The only challenge of applying the SSO algorithm to the
ETPC model lies in efficient computation of the gradient
∇xM

h(xM ), where h(xM ) denotes the objective function
in (40). For each xj ∈ xM , the corresponding partial deriva-
tive can be computed as:

∂h(xM )
∂xj

=

⎧
⎨

⎩
∑

k∈N (j )

∂ log det[Q(β � c)]
∂cjk

∂cjk

∂uj

⎫
⎬

⎭
duj

dxj

+
d log fj (xj )

dxj
, (51)
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TABLE II
SSO FOR MAP INFERENCE IN THE ETPC MODEL

where cjk = cjk (uj , uk ), uj = Fj (xj ), and N(j) includes all
the neighbors of node j in the lattice. We next analyze each
term in (51) in turn. It is easy to compute duj/dxj = fj (xj )
and d log fj (xj )/dxj in closed-form expressions, so we will
not provide further details. In addition, due to the complicated
functional form copula densities cjk , we instead evaluate the
partial derivative numerically as:

∂cjk

∂uj
=

cjk (uj + t, uk ) − cjk (uj − t, uk )
2t

, (52)

for t = 10−4 . The remaining term ∂ log det[Q(β � c)]/∂cjk

equals:

∂ log det[Q(β � c)]
∂cjk

= βjkeT
jkQ(β � c)−1ejk , (53)

where ejk is the P × 1 vector defined in Expression (30).
Note that Q(β � c)−1 can also be computed stochastically via
Q(β � c)−1LLT as mentioned in the previous section. The re-
sulting SSO algorithm for MAP inference in the ETPC model
has computational complexityO(P ). Recall that the complexity
of solving (40) via general optimization approaches is O(P 3),
therefore, the proposed inference method yields significant sav-
ings in computational complexity. The overall MAP inference
algorithm is summarized in Table II.

B. Posterior Marginals Inference

We now turn our attention to the inference of posterior
marginals. Since the integration in (38) is intractable, we need
to exploit approximate inference methods such as MCMC and
variational Bayes (VB) methods. In MCMC methods such
as Metropolis-Hastings algorithms, evaluation of the objective
function (40) is required, thus, the computational complexity is
O(P 3). Instead, the VB algorithm can be proceeded efficiently
with the help of stochastic gradients as discussed below.

Under the VB framework, we aim to find a tractable vari-
ational distribution q(xM ) that can best approximate the true
posterior p(xM |xO ) by minimizing the KL divergence between
them. This can be equivalently formulated as the maximization
of a lower bound on the log marginal likelihood log p(xO ):

L =
∫

q(xM ) log
p(xM ,xO )

q(xM )
dxM . (54)

Since we are only concerned with the posterior marginals, we
assume that q(xM ) is a fully factorized Gaussian distribution
N (xM ;m, CCT ), where C is a diagonal matrix with the vector

ν of standard deviations on the diagonal. As a consequence, we
can obtain [54]:

L=
∫

q(xM ) log p(xM ,xO )dxM −
∫

q(xM ) log q(xM )dxM,

=
∫
N (xM ;m,ν) log p(xM ,xO )dxM + H(m,ν), (55)

where H(m,ν) is the entropy of q(xM ). Interestingly, the first
term inL is identical to the scale space function in (41). Next, we
change parameters according to z = C−1(xM − m) as in the
previous subsection. Then we can derive the stochastic gradient
based update rules as follows [54]:

ẑ ∼ φ(z), (56)

x̂
(κ)
M = ν(κ) � ẑ + m(κ) , (57)

m(κ+1) = m(κ) + ρκ∇xh(x̂(κ)
M ), (58)

ν(κ+1) = ν(κ) + ρκ

[
∇xh(x̂(κ)

M ) � z + 1 � ν{k}
]
. (59)

Compared with the MAP inference, the only difference is the
update of the standard deviation ν. By adding the term 1 � ν,
the variance will not degrade to zero, and thus we can find the
approximate posterior marginal distributions.

VII. THEORETICAL RESULTS

In this section, we explore the tail properties of the ETPC
model. Theoretically, tail dependence is essential to a multivari-
ate extreme value model, as multivariate extreme value theory
and methods can be regarded as the characterization, estimation
and extrapolation of the joint tails of multidimensional distribu-
tions. Practically, one often considers the probability of extreme
events occurring at one site given extreme extremes occurring
at other sites. Such type of dependence is well encoded in the
tail dependence of a model (cf. Eq. (20)). In the following, we
start this section with a key proposition about the tail depen-
dence between two variables that are conditionally independent
given a third variable [55]. We then generalize the results to two
arbitrary nodes in a tree and further in the ETPC model.

Proposition 1: Suppose that (X1 ,X2 ,X3) form a Markov
chain where X1 and X3 are conditionally independent given
X2 and (X1 ,X2) and (X2 ,X3) have upper tail dependence with
coefficients λ12 and λ23 respectively. Moreover, assume that X1
and X3 are stochastically increasing w.r.t. X2 . Then (X1 ,X3)
has upper tail dependence with coefficient λ13 bounded below
by λ12λ23 .

Proof: See Appendix A �
Proposition 1 implies that two conditionally independent vari-

ables can be tail dependent, therefore, it sets up the foundation of
analyzing tail dependence in an extreme-value graphical model.
We next consider the lower bound on the upper tail dependence
of two arbitrary variables in a tree.

Proposition 2: Given a tree graphical model T = (V, E)
with the corresponding set of random variables X = (Xi)i∈V
whose joint PDF can be written as in (22), the upper tail depen-
dence between all components of X exists if all the pairwise
copulas cij corresponding to the edges E in the tree are upper
tail dependent and Xi and Xj (variables conditionally depen-
dent in the graph) are stochastically increasing with each other.
Specifically, for any two variables Xi and Xj in the graph, the
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lower bound of their tail dependence coefficient is the product
of the tail dependence coefficients of all the pairwise copulas
corresponding to the edges in the path connecting Xi and Xj .

Proof: See Appendix B. �
Proposition 2 allows us to prove the existence of tail depen-

dence between any two variables in a tree graphical model. Note
that similar results have been proven in [18] for vine copulas
via an alternative approach. However, they only showed the ex-
istence of tail dependence. In addition, we derive here a lower
bound of tail dependence coefficients.

Based on the definition of upper tail dependence, it is easy to
prove that the tail dependence still exists in the Ensemble-of-
Trees model if it exists in one tree graphical model. This is a
consequence of the following lemma.

Lemma 1: A finite weighted sum of bivariate copulas, of
which at least one is upper tail dependent, preserves upper tail
dependence.

Proof: This follows directly from the fact that the limit of a
finite sum is the sum of the limit of each addend. �

More explicitly, for a mixture of trees model,

λij = lim
u→1−

P (Ui > u|Uj > u) (60)

=
∑

i

p(Ti) lim
u→1−

P (Ui > u|Uj > u; Ti)P (Ti). (61)

We now present a closed-form lower bound of the upper tail
dependence coefficient of any two nodes in the ETPC model.

Proposition 3: The upper tail dependence between any two
nodes in the Ensemble-of-Trees model is bounded below by
det[Q(β � λ)]/det[Q(β)] where Q(X) takes the first P − 1
rows and columns of the Laplacian matrix corresponding to
the graph defined by the P × P edge weight matrix X , λ is
the pairwise upper tail dependence coefficient matrix, and �
denotes componentwise multiplication.

Proof: See Appendix C. �
Therefore, by properly selecting pairwise copulas, the ETPC

model can flexibly describe the dependencies between extreme
values, both in a tail dependent and independent manner. In
practice, hurricane-induced extreme wave heights are deemed
to be tail independent [56], whereas extreme temperature often
exhibit tail dependence [57]. Instead of using different models
for different type of extreme value data, the ETPC model can
handle various extreme value data in a unified framework.

VIII. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this section, we compare the performance of our ETPC
model to two other modeling approaches:

1) Copula Gaussian graphical models (CGGM) with grid
structures [12]: a Gaussian copula is utilized to tie to-
gether all the GEV marginals, and the sparse grid struc-
ture is encoded by the zero pattern of the precision matrix
(inverse covariance) of the Gaussian copula. The model
can be expressed as follows:

y ∼ N (0,K−1), xi = F−1
i (Φ(yi)), (62)

where K is the precision matrix, Φ is the CDF of the
standard Gaussian distribution, and Fi is the spatially
dependent GEV CDF of xi . For learning K, we first
transform GEV distributed xi to Gaussian distributed yi

according to yi = Φ−1(Fi(xi)), and then learn non-zero
entries of K through maximum likelihood given y [12].
The corresponding computational complexity is O(P 3).

TABLE III
MSE OF THE SHAPE PARAMETERS ACROSS SPACE BEFORE AND AFTER

SMOOTHING

For conditional inference in CGGMs, we first simulate
samples of yM conditioned on yO in the Gaussian la-
tent layer using the linear-complexity method proposed
in [60]. The Gaussian distributed samples is then trans-
formed to the GEV observed layer.

2) Full regular vine copulas (R-vine) [17]: a joint distribution
is first factorized as the product of conditionals:

p(x1 , · · · , xP ) = p(x1)p(x2 |x1)p(x3 |x1 , x2) · · ·
· p(xP |x1 , · · · , xP −1). (63)

Each conditional distribution is further represented by
pairwise copulas. For instance,

p(x2 |x1) = c12(F (x1), F (x2))p(x2),

p(x3 |x1 , x2) = c23|1(F (x2 |x1), F (x3 |x1))p(x3 |x1),

where F (xi |xj ) is the CDF of the distribution of xi condi-
tioned on xj . Hence, the P -dimensional density function
can be factorized into a product of P (P − 1)/2 pairwise
(conditional) copulas. A method is proposed in [17] to
learn a regular vine copula whose computational com-
plexity is O(P 2). Note that all pairwise copulas are se-
lected by minimizing the score of Bayesian information
criterion (BIC). For inference in vine copulas, since there
are no principled methods in the literature, we perform
Metropolis-Hasting sampling of p(xM |xO ), whose com-
putational complexity is O(P 2).

We also compare two possible configurations under the ETPC
model to show the importance of pairwise copula selection: 1)
the case where pairwise copula selection is performed through
the minimization of the BIC (ETPC model with a mixture of
copulas, denoted as “ETPCm”) and 2) the case when all pair-
wise copulas are Gaussian (ETPC model with Gaussian copula,
denoted as “ETPCG”). We check the performance of different
models in terms of averaged log-likelihood (AvgLogLLH) over
all samples, number of parameters (Prm No.), the BIC score,
and the computational time.

A. Synthetic Data

We simulate data from a max-stable random field. Theoreti-
cally, the behavior of block maxima at multiple sites in a spatial
domain can be exactly described by max-stable processes. In
particular, we consider a Schlather model with a powered expo-
nential covariance function [58], and simulate 402 extreme-
value samples from a 8 × 8, 16 × 16, 32 × 32 and 64 × 64
lattice respectively. We retain two samples as the testing data
corresponding to the 99th and 60th quantiles of the overall ex-
treme values in the spatial domain, while the remaining data
points are treated as training data.

First, we show the performance of the proposed method for
estimation of marginal distributions. Specifically, we list in
Table III the mean squared error (MSE) between the true shape
parameters and the estimated ones before and after smoothing.
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TABLE IV
COMPARISON OF DIFFERENT MODELS WHEN FITTING THE SYNTHETIC DATA

SIMULATED FROM MAX-STABLE PROCESSES

The results of other GEV parameters are similar, so we omit
them for brevity. We can see from the table that the smoothed
estimates are always better than the local ones, especially for
high-dimensional cases. By learning the smoothness parame-
ters from the data, the proposed approach can capture proper
amount of spatial dependence between GEV parameters in an
automatic manner.

We next compare the aforementioned four models in terms
of fitting the data, and summarize the results in Table IV.
As demonstrated in the table, the R-vine always achieves the
largest average log-likelihood at the expense of employing the
greatest number of parameters. In the case of low dimensions
(64 variables), its BIC score is the lowest. However, the BIC
score becomes the highest as the dimension increases, indicating
that the R-vine overfits the data by introducing too many param-
eters. Moreover, the high computational cost of the R-vine also
poses a formidable challenge: it becomes unacceptably slow
with the increase of dimension. Therefore, we conclude that
R-vine is not suitable for modeling high dimensional data. On
the other hand, the CGGM requires fewest parameters. Unfor-
tunately, although its parameter learning algorithm is fast when
there are fewer than 1000 variables, the speed decreases dramat-
ically as the number of variables increases, due to the O(P 3)
computational complexity. Furthermore, as mentioned in
Section I, Gaussian copulas are unable to accurately capture the
dependence between extreme-value data, since these copulas
are tail independent. Consequently, the average log-likelihood
of this model is smaller in comparison with models based on
tail-dependent copulas. The same phenomenon is also observed
for ETPCG. Therefore, Gaussian copula based models are not
recommended for dealing with extreme-value data. As opposed
to the CGGM and the ETPCG, the ETPCm does not suffer from
the problem of Gaussian copulas. As shown in Table V, all pair-
wise copulas selected using BIC have tail dependence. Indeed,
the proposed ETPCm model successfully captures the interde-
pendencies among the data with few parameters, leading to the
smallest BIC score in high dimensional scenarios. By compar-
ing ETPCm with ETPCG, we can observe that it is essential
to select proper families of copulas for a specific type of data,

TABLE V
COPULA TYPES SELECTED THROUGH MINIMIZATION OF THE BIC IN THE

ETPCM FOR SYNTHETIC DATA

Fig. 2. Testing data for imputation.

TABLE VI
MAE BETWEEN THE MEDIANS RESULTING FROM DIFFERENT MODELS AND

FROM THE MAX-STABLE PROCESS

since otherwise the result can be misleading. Additionally, we
can observe that the learning algorithm of the ETPC models
scales gracefully with the dimension: the computation time is
an approximate linear function w.r.t. the dimension, and it is the
shortest in the case of 4096 variables. Note that most of the time
is spent on selection and estimation of pairwise copulas. In sum-
mary, we conclude that the ETPCm provides superior modeling
capabilities over other models for large-scale spatial extremes
analysis, since it is able to handle the tail dependence between
extremes and the computational complexity is only O(P ).

Finally, we present the results of the algorithm for posterior
marginals inference in Section VI. Specifically, we consider the
16 × 16 lattice. For each testing sample, we consider the case in
which the data is missing in a 14 × 14 area at the middle of the
16 × 16 grid, as shown by the white squares in Fig. 2. Here, we
only present the results of the posterior marginals inference al-
gorithm, since the MAP inference results of our model is similar
to the median of the posterior marginals, and more importantly,
we can better compare different models with the information
of uncertainty. Furthermore, we conduct conditional simulation
of p(xM |xO ) in the max-stable random field using the method
proposed in [59], and treat the distribution as the ground truth.
We depict in Fig. 3 the median, the 2.5% and 97.5% quantiles
of the distributions at the locations along the diagonal of the
missing region, and compute in Table VI the mean absolute er-
ror (MAE) between the estimated medians given by the original
max-stable process and other models. We also show the compu-
tational time in Table VII. It can be seen from the figures that all
three benchmark models can describe the increasing trend along
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Fig. 3. Posterior marginals of missing sites resulting from different models.

TABLE VII
COMPUTATIONAL TIME OF POSTERIOR MARGINALS INFERENCE IN

DIFFERENT MODELS

the diagonal. However, compared with the max-stable process,
R-vine yields bumpy estimates with much smaller variances.
Indeed, the MAE between the medians of the R-vine and the
max-stable process is the largest for both low and high quan-
tiles. This further implies that the R-vine may overfit the training
data and therefore fail to express the behavior of testing data.
Another shortcoming of the R-vine is that the computational
complexity of the inference algorithm is O(P 2). Its inference
algorithm is already (above) three orders of magnitude slower
than that of other models in the case of a 16 × 16 grid, and
thus, the R-vine is prohibitive for large-scale imputation. On the
other hand, inference in CGGMs can be carried out efficiently.
The computational time is the shortest when there are 256 vari-

Fig. 4. Normalized histogram (light blue bars) and estimated GEV distribution
(red lines) for two randomly selected sites.

ables, and the algorithm scales linearly with the dimension.
Nonetheless, although the model captures the spatial depen-
dence well when the quantile of the sample is low (i.e., 66th
quantile), its MAE is larger than that of the ETPCm in the
99th-quantile case. In addition, the variance of the posterior
marginals in CGGMs is much larger than that in other models,
and increases more significantly with the quantile. According
to the copula theory, Gaussian copulas are asymptotically inde-
pendent with growth of the quantile. As a result, the imputation
values have a larger uncertainty in the case of high quantiles.
Different from the R-vine and the CGGM, the proposed ETPCm
generates posterior marginals that are the nearest to that from
the max-stable process. In particular, the MAE is the smallest
in the cases of both 99th and 60th quantiles. Furthermore, the
computational complexity is only O(P ), hence it is well suited
for large-scale scenarios.

B. Real Data

To assess our model in real-world scenarios, we consider the
extreme precipitation in the Japanese archipelago. The daily
rainfall data from 1900–2011 is compiled and interpolated onto
a grid with resolution 0.05◦ [61]. We select a 18 × 38 regular
grids in South Japan, where heavy rainfall is often the cause of
floods. We extract the extreme precipitation values from the sites
in the regions as follows: We compute the overall daily rainfall
amount in that region. We next choose a high enough threshold
and retain those precipitation events (possibly lasting for several
days) with rainfall amount above a threshold, resulting in fewer
than 10 events per year. For each rainfall event in the region,
we isolate the maximum daily rainfall amount for each site.
Finally, we obtain 999 samples for each site in the region. We
observe that the resulting histogram of each site resembles the
GEV distribution (cf. Fig. 4).

Moreover, we also verify empirically whether pairwise upper
tail dependence exists in the data using the method proposed
in [62]. If xi, xj denote extreme precipitation at two different
sites, we transform them to be Gaussian distributed via yi =
Φ−1(Fi(xi)) and yj = Φ−1(Fj (xj )) where Φ is the standard
normal CDF and Fi, Fj are the marginal GEV distributions
for xi, xj . The plots for yi and yj are shown in Fig. 5 for two
arbitrarily selected pairs of sites in the 16 × 16 grid. The pointed
contour lines at the upper right corner suggest that the pairs of
sites manifest upper tail dependence. Thus, we expect that the
upper tail dependent copulas are the most suitable to model
such type of dependence. Additionally, we compute the value
of Kendall’s tau between pairs of neighboring sites. Due to the
small distance between neighboring sites, the value of Kendall’s
tau is large (ranging from 0.92 to 0.98).
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Fig. 5. Scatter plot of transformed extreme precipitation values for two
randomly selected pairs of sites at the Gaussian layer.

TABLE VIII
COMPARISON OF DIFFERENT MODELS WHEN FITTING THE EXTREME

PRECIPITATION DATA IN JAPAN

TABLE IX
COPULA TYPES SELECTED THROUGH MINIMIZATION OF THE BIC IN THE

ETPCM FOR JAPAN RAINFALL DATA

The results of model fitting are listed in Tables VIII and IX.
In particular, for the ETPCm model, all of the chosen copulas
are tail dependent, which is consistent with the empirical analy-
sis we have performed earlier. Furthermore, the ETPCm model
again achieves the best performance in terms of the BIC score.
On the other hand, the R-vine overfits the data, while Gaussian
copula based models cannot well capture the spatial dependence
between extreme values. Interestingly, CGGMs performs better
than ETPCG for this data set, since cyclic graphs offer a more
natural description of the spatial dependence than the ensemble-
of-trees configuration. Unfortunately, the cyclic structure can
only be imposed on Gaussian copulas so far, whereas Gaus-
sian copulas fail to capture tail dependence both empirically
(as shown in our experiments) and theoretically. Moreover, the
computational complexity for learning CGGMs is cubic, mak-
ing them intractable to problems with a large number of sites.
Therefore, the ETPCm model is currently preferable in terms of
computational efficiency and tail properties.

IX. CONCLUSION

We have proposed the ETPC model for joint analysis of spatial
extremes, together with highly efficient learning and imputation
algorithms. The ETPC model enables us to construct the joint
PDF in a flexible manner to accommodate various types of cop-
ulas for different modeling purposes, depending on the data at
hand. Furthermore, it enjoys the attractive property of preserving
the upper tail dependence between any two nodes under certain
mild conditions, which assists in the analysis of extreme events
in a spatial domain. To the best of our knowledge, this is the

first work on tail dependence in undirected graphical models.
Our experimental results on both synthetic and real data further
show that the ETPCm model outperforms the R-vine and the
CGGM in terms of model fitting, extreme data imputation and
computational efficiency, indicating that the ETPC model serves
as a powerful and flexible tool to model spatial extremes.

As demonstrated in Table IV and Table VIII, cyclic graphs
can be a better choice to analyze spatial dependence. So far,
it is unclear how to build cyclic graphical models from non-
Gaussian pairwise copulas. Therefore, we would like to employ
non-Gaussian copulas as the building blocks of cyclic graphical
models in our future work. In addition, it would be interesting
to develop efficient algorithms to draw extreme-value samples
from the ETPC model, and to further estimate the return level.

APPENDIX A
PROOF OF PROPOSITION 1

Before proving the proposition, we would like to introduce
the stochastic increasing condition first: for two continuously
distributed variables X1 and X2 , X1 is said to be stochastically
increasing with X2 if the probability F (X1 > x1 |X2 = x2) in-
creases with x2 for all x1 in the support of X1 [33]. Note that
this condition is satisfied by all the copulas we used in this paper
when modeling positive correlation.

Returning to the main thread, we can write the joint PDF of
a three-node Markov chain (X1 ,X2 ,X3) by applying (22):

p(x1 , x2 , x3) = c12(u1 , u2)c23(u2 , u3)f1(x1)f2(x2)f3(x3).

According to the definition of upper tail dependence (20), we
obtain:

F (U1 > u|U3 > u) =
F (U1 > u,U3 > u)

F (U3 > u)

=
1

1 − u

∫ 1

u

∫ 1

u

∫ 1

0
c12(u1 , u2)c23(u2 , u3)du2du1du3

=
1

1 − u

∫ 1

0

(∫ 1

u

c12(u1 , u2)du1

∫ 1

u

c23(u2 , u3)du3

)
du2

=
1

1 − u

∫ 1

u

C12(U1 > u|u2)C23(U3 > u|u2)du2

+
1

1 − u

∫ u

0
C12(U1 > u|u2)C23(U3 > u|u2)du2 (64)

Here we define C12(U1 > u|u2) =
∫ 1

u c12(u1 , u2) du1 follow-
ing the literature of copulas [16], [55]. The first term in the above
expression can be regarded as computing the expected value of
the product of two functions of a random variable uniformly dis-
tributed in [u, 1] with probability density function 1/(1 − u), i.e.
E {C12(U1 > u|u2)C2,3(U3 > u|u2)}. With the stochastically
increasing assumption, C12(U1 > u|u2) and C2,3(U3 > u|u2)
are increasing w.r.t. u2 ∈ [u, 1). Since the covariance of two
increasing functions of a random variable is non-negative, as-
suming that it exists, we can obtain the follow inequality [55]:

E {C12(U1 > u|u2)C23(U3 > u|u2)}
− E {C12(U1 > u|u2)}E {C23(U3 > u|u2)} ≥ 0. (65)
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Correspondingly,

lim
u→1 −

1
1 − u

∫ 1

u

C12(U1 > u|u2)C23(U3 > u|u2) du2

≥ lim
u→1−

(
1

1 − u

∫ 1

u

C12(U1 > u|u2)du2

)

·
(

1
1 − u

∫ 1

u

C23(U3 > u|u2)du2

)

= lim
u→1−

F (U1 > u|U2 > u)F (U3 > u|U2 > u)

= λ12λ23 . (66)

On the other hand, the second term in (64) can be simplified
as follows:

1
1 − u

∫ u

0
C(U1 > u|u2)C(U3 > u|u2) du2

=
u

1 − u

∫ u

0

1
u

C(U1 > u|u2)C(U3 > u|u2) du2

=
u

1 − u
E[C(U1 > u|u2)C(U3 > u|u2)]

≥ u

1 − u
E[C(U1 > u|u2)]E[C(U3 > u|u2)]

=
u

1 − u

[∫ u

0

1
u

C(U1 > u|u2) du2

]

·
[∫ u

0

1
u

C(U3 > u|u2) du2

]

=
1

u(1 − u)

[∫ u

0
(1 − C(U1 < u|u2)) du2

]

·
[∫ u

0
(1 − C(U3 < u|u2)) du2

]

=
[u − C12(u, u)] [u − C23(u, u)]

u(1 − u)
. (67)

To compute the limit of the above, We then apply
L’hôpital’s rule as [u−C12(u, u)] [u−C23(u, u)] and u(1−u)
both approach 0 when u → 1− . Noting that Cjk (u, u) =∫ u

0

∫ u

0 cjk (uj , uk ) dujduk , Leibniz’ Integral Rule can be em-
ployed to yield

d

du
Cjk (u, u) =

∫ u

0
cjk (u, uk ) duk +

∫ u

0
cjk (uj , u) duj

= Cjk (Uj < u|u) + Cjk (Uk < u|u). (68)

Consequently,

lim
u→1−

1
1 − u

∫ u

0
C(U1 > u|u2)C(U3 > u|u2) du2

= lim
u→1−

[u−C12(u, u)][1 − C23(U2 < u|u) − C23(U3 <u|u)]
1 − 2u

+
[1 − C12(U1 < u|u) − C12(U2 < u|u)] [u − C23(u, u)]

1 − 2u

= 0, (69)

Fig. 6. An example of a tree graphical model with pairwise upper tail depen-
dence.

because limu→1− Cjk (Uj < u|u) < ∞ by the definition of con-
ditional cumulative distribution function.

This implies that, from (66) and (69),

λ13 = lim
u→1−

F (U1 > u|U3 > u) ≥ λ12λ23 , (70)

where λ13 denotes the upper tail dependence coefficient between
X1 and X3 .

APPENDIX B
PROOF OF PROPOSITION 2

We proceed via an induction argument. Consider an undi-
rected tree graphical model T with N nodes. There exists a
unique path in the tree between two arbitrary distinct nodes,
Xi1 and Xin

, which we denote as {i1 , i2 , ..., in}. We label the
indices of the remaining nodes in the tree absent in the path as
in+1 , . . . , iN .

Note that from the fact that the marginals of a copula distri-
bution are uniformly distributed we obtain:

∫ 1

0
cij (ui, uj )dui = 1. (71)

Therefore, the pairwise copulas which are not on the path be-
tween node i1 and in will be integrated out when computing the
tail dependence coefficient. As an example, the joint probability
density function corresponding to the tree in Fig. 6 is

p(x1 , x2 , · · · , x10) = c13c23c34c45c46c67c78c79

9∏

i=1

fi(xi),

where we use cij to denote cij (ui, uj ) for simplicity. Let us now
analyze, for instance, the tail dependence between X3 and X7 .
According to the definition of upper tail dependence,

F (U3 > u|U7 > u) =
F (U3 > u,U7 > u)

F (U7 > u)

=
1

1 − u

∫ 1

u

∫ 1

u

(∫ 1

0
· · ·

∫ 1

0
c13c23c34c45c46c67c78c79

du1:9|3,7

)
du3du7

=
1

1 − u

∫ 1

u

∫ 1

u

∫ 1

0

∫ 1

0

(∫ 1

0
c13du1

∫ 1

0
c23du2

∫ 1

0
c45du5

·
∫ 1

0
c78du8

∫ 1

0
c79du9

)

× c34c46c67du4du6du3du7 .
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By utilizing (71), F (U3 > u|U7 > u) can be further simplified
as:

1
1 − u

∫ 1

u

∫ 1

u

∫ 1

0

∫ 1

0
c34c46c67du4du6du3du7 , (72)

which only involves pairwise copulas comprising the path be-
tween X3 and X7 .

Returning to the main thread, we first deal with the case
when n = 3, that is, there are only two distinct edges which
comprise the path between Xi1 and Xi3 . Let λi1 i3 denote the
upper tail dependence coefficient between Xi1 and Xi3 . From
Proposition 1, λi1 i3 = limu→1− F (Ui1 > u|Ui3 > u) ≥ λi1 i2

λi2 i3 , assuming that λi1 i2 and λi2 i3 both exist.
We now tackle the general case when n > 3. Suppose that the

proposition holds for the nodes Xi1 and Xin −1 where the length
of the path between the nodes is n − 1. More explicitly, suppose
that the upper tail dependence between Xi1 and Xin −1 , denoted
by λi1 in −1 , satisfies λi1 in −1 ≥

∏n−2
t=1 λit it + 1 . By the definition

of upper tail dependence,

F (Ui1 > u|Uin
> u) =

F (Ui1 > u,Uin
> u)

F (Uin
> u)

=
1

1 − u

∫ 1

u

∫ 1

u

(∫ 1

0
· · ·

∫ 1

0

∏

{is ,it }∈T

cis it
dui2 · · · duin −1

duin + 1 · · · duiN

)
dui1 duin

=
1

1 − u

∫ 1

u

∫ 1

u

(∫ 1

0
· · ·

∫ 1

0

n−1∏

t=1

cit it + 1 dui2 · · · duin −1

)

dui1 duin

=
1

1 − u

∫ 1

0
· · ·

∫ 1

0

(∫ 1

u

ci1 i2 dui1

∫ 1

u

cin −1 in
duin

)

·
n−2∏

t=2

cit it + 1 dui2 · · · duin −1

=
1

1 − u

∫ 1

0
· · ·

∫ 1

0
Ci1 i2 (Ui1 > u|ui2 )

· Cin −1 in
(Uin

> u|uin −1 )
n−2∏

t=2

cit it + 1 dui2 · · · duin −1 (73)

=
1

1 − u

∫ 1

u

∫ 1

0
· · ·︸︷︷︸
n−3

∫ 1

0
Ci1 i2 (Ui1 > u|ui2 )

· Cin −1 in
(Uin

> u|uin −1 )
n−2∏

t=2

cit it + 1 dui2 · · · duin −1

+
1

1 − u

∫ u

0

∫ 1

0
· · ·︸︷︷︸
n−3

∫ 1

0
Ci1 i2 (Ui1 > u|ui2 )

· Cin −1 in
(Uin

> u|uin −1 )
n−2∏

t=2

cit it + 1 dui2 · · · duin −1 . (74)

Note that expression (74) is obtained from (73) by splitting
the integral w.r.t. uin −1 into two parts. Next, we analyze the
two terms in (74) separately. The first term in (74) can be
regarded as the expected value of a product of two func-
tions of n − 2 jointly distributed random variables with joint
pdf

∏n−2
t=2 cit it + 1 (uit

, uit + 1 )/(1 − u) in the region [0, 1]n−3 ×
[u, 1], i.e. E{Ci1 i2 (Ui1 > u|ui2 )Cin −1 in

(Uin
> u|uin −1 )}. The

stochastically increasing assumption coupled with the fact that
all the copulas with upper tail dependence only model positive
dependence guarantee Cov{Ci1 i2 (Ui1 > u|ui2 )Cin −1 in

(Uin
>

u|uin −1 )} ≥ 0. Thus,

E{Ci1 i2 (Ui1 > u|ui2 )Cin −1 in
(Uin

> u|uin −1 )}
≥ E{Ci1 i2 (Ui1 > u|ui2 )}E{Cin −1 in

(Uin
> u|uin −1 )} (75)

We then find that:

E{Ci1 i2 (Ui1 > u|ui2 )}

=
1

1 − u

∫ 1

u

∫ 1

0
· · ·︸︷︷︸
n−3

∫ 1

0
Ci1 i2 (Ui1 > u|ui2 )

n−2∏

t=2

cit it + 1

dui2 · · · duin −1

=
1

1 − u

∫ 1

0
· · ·

∫ 1

0
Ci1 i2 (Ui1 > u|ui2 )

n−3∏

t=2

cit it + 1

·
(∫ 1

u

cin −2 in −1 duin −1

)
dui2 · · · duin −2

=
1

1 − u

∫ 1

0
· · ·

∫ 1

0
Ci1 i2 (Ui1 > u|ui2 )

· Cin −2 in −1 (Uin −1 > u|uin −2 )
n−3∏

t=2

cit it + 1 dui2 · · · duin −2

= F (Ui1 > u|Uin −1 > u) (76)

which is bounded below by
∏n−2

t=1 λit it + 1 as u → 1− by the
induction assumption. On the other hand,

E{Cin −1 in
(Uin

> u|uin −1 ) = F (Uin
> u|Uin −1 > u) (77)

which equals λin −1 in
as u → 1− . Therefore, by taking (76)

and (77) together, we have the following lower bound for the
first term in (74):

lim
u→1−

1
1 − u

∫ 1

u

∫ 1

0
· · ·︸︷︷︸
n−3

∫ 1

0
Ci1 i2 (Ui1 > u|ui2 )

· Cin −1 in
(Uin

> u|uin −1 )
n−2∏

t=2

cit it + 1 dui2 · · · duin −1

≥
n−1∏

t=1

λit it + 1 . (78)
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The second term in (74), on the other hand, can be simplified in
a similar fashion as:

1
1 − u

∫ u

0

∫ 1

0
· · ·︸︷︷︸
n−3

∫ 1

0
Ci1 i2 (Ui1 > u|ui2 )

· Cin −1 in
(Uin

> u|uin −1 )
n−2∏

t=2

cit it + 1 dui2 · · · duin −1

=
[u − Ci1 in −1 (u, u)] [u − Cin −1 in

(u, u)]
u(1 − u)

, (79)

which approaches 0 as u → 1− using a similar argument as
presented in the proof of Proposition 1.

Hence, from (78) and (79),

λi1 in
= lim

u→1−
F (Ui1 > u|Uin

> u) ≥
n−1∏

t=1

λit it + 1 .

APPENDIX C
PROOF OF PROPOSITION 3

Denote by G the graph under consideration and let x1 and x2
be distinct and arbitrary nodes. We label each spanning tree of
G by Ti and label the path between x1 and x2 in Ti by P i

x1 x2
.

By the definition of upper tail dependence,

lim
u→1−

F (U1 > u|U2 > u)

= lim
u→1−

∑

i

F (U1 > u|U2 > u, Ti)F (Ti)

=
1

det[Q(β)]

∑

i

⎡

⎣
∏

{j,k}∈Ti

βjk

⎤

⎦ lim
u→1−

F (U1 > u|U2 > u, Ti)

≥ 1
det[Q(β)]

∑

i

⎡

⎣
∏

{j,k}∈Ti

βjk

⎤

⎦

⎡

⎣
∏

{j,k}∈P i
x 1 x 2

λjk

⎤

⎦ . (80)

Since all λjk ∈ [0, 1], the above expression can be further
relaxed by including other λjk outside the path Px1 x2 , that is,

lim
u→1−

F (U1 > u|U2 > u)

≥ 1
det[Q(β)]

∑

i

⎡

⎣
∏

{j,k}∈Ti

βjk

⎤

⎦

⎡

⎣
∏

{j,k}∈Ti

λjk

⎤

⎦

=
1

det[Q(β)]

∑

i

⎡

⎣
∏

{j,k}∈Ti

βjkλjk

⎤

⎦

=
det[Q(β � λ)]

det[Q(β)]
, (81)

where the final equality is due to the matrix-tree theorem.
We remark that because

∑
i F (Ti) = 1 and that limu→1−

F (U1 > u|U2 > u, Ti) ∈ [0, 1], limu→1− F (U1 > u|U2 > u)
∈ [0, 1].
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